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Abstract. Clouds of Linked Open Data about the same domain pro-
mote the formulation of a query over a source dataset and then try to
process the same query over different target datasets, one after another,
in order to obtain a broader set of answers. However, heterogeneity of
vocabularies used in the datasets and the scarce number of alignments
among those datasets makes that querying task extremely difficult.
This paper presents a proposal that allows on demand transformations
of queries by using a set of transformation rules that are able to rewrite
a query formulated over a source dataset into another query adequate
for a target dataset, which approximates the original one. The approach
relieves users from knowing the vocabulary used in the targeted datasets
and even more it considers situations where alignments do not exist or
they are not suitable for the formulated query. Therefore, in order to
favor the possibility of getting answers, sometimes there is no guaran-
tee of obtaining a semantically equivalent translation. Experiments with
benchmark queries validate the feasibility of the proposal.

1 Introduction

So called Web of Data can be considered one of the major global reposito-
ries in which the number of available linked datasets is continuously increasing,
mainly promoted by initiatives such as Linked Open Data, Open Government
and Linked Life Data. As a result a growing number of Linked Open Data sources
(from diverse provenance and about different domains) are made available which
can be freely browsed and searched to find and extract useful information.

However, integrated access to them is difficult for the users. It is common for
several datasets to describe similar information but using different vocabularies
(for example Linked GeoData1 and Geo Linked Data2 in the geographic domain).
In this paper we present a proposal that allows a user first, to formulate a query
over a source dataset she/he is familiar with, and then, to enrich the obtained
answer by accessing other different datasets, on demand of the user, without
having to be aware of their internal structure. The novel contributions of our
proposal are presented in the following paragraphs.

1 http://linkedgeodata.org/
2 http://geo.linkeddata.es/



A friendly and incremental query answering process. The user formulates queries
in a selected source vocabulary, then selects the target datasets where the query
must be evaluated. Our system is in charge of navigating through those target
datasets, one by one, providing the answers in an incremental way. Sometimes,
due to a mismatch of dataset vocabularies or due to an incomplete definition
of alignment axioms, it is not possible to guarantee a translation that preserves
the semantics of the original query. Then, our approach offers a non-semantics-
preserving transformation but an acceptable and effective enough one, that can
be used by the user for getting more answers. We think that an approximation
is better than not providing a translation at all.

On the fly management of a wide range of transformation rules. Transformation
across datasets is achieved through the management of a carefully controlled set
of rules (equivalence rules, hierarchy rules, answer-based rules, profile-based rules
and feature-based rules). This allows a greater range of query transformations
and therefore the chance of obtaining new answers increases.

Finally, we want to mention that the proposal has been validated with queries
that appear in well known benchmarks such as QALD 3 and FedBench [1] and
in real SPARQL endpoints logs.

The paper is organized as follows. In section2 we introduce some basic con-
cepts and notation used throughout the paper. Next, in section3 we show an
overview of the query transformation process and explain the query rewriting
system proposed. Later on, experimental results are displayed in section4. In sec-
tion5 we present some works related with our proposal for querying distributed
and heterogeneous datasets. We finish with conclusions and future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we briefly introduce key concepts and notation used throughout
the rest of the paper. For a complete definition of RDF and SPARQL we refer
to [2, 3].

Let I be the set of all IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifiers), L be the
set of RDF literals, and B be the set of RDF blank nodes. These three infinite sets
are pairwise disjoint. An RDF triple is a tuple (s, p, o) ∈ (I∪B)×I×(I∪B∪L);
s is called the subject, p is called the predicate, and o is called the object of the
triple, respectively. An RDF graph is a finite set of triples. For the purpose of
this paper, a Dataset is an RDF graph. Given a dataset D, we refer to the set
voc(D) ⊆ (I ∪L) of IRIs and literals occurring in D as the vocabulary of D. We
use the words term or resource to refer to elements in I ∪ L.

SPARQL is the standard query language for RDF. The core of a SPARQL
query is a graph pattern, which is used to match an RDF graph in order to search
for the required answers. A triple pattern is a triple, without blank nodes, where
a variable may occur in any place of the triple. A Graph pattern is an expression

3 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/ cunger/qald/



recursively defined as follows: a) a triple pattern is a graph pattern, b) if P1,
P2 are graph patterns, then (P1 and P2), (P1 union P2), and (P1 opt P2) are
graph patterns, c) if P is a graph pattern and C is SPARQL constraint, then (P
filter C) is a graph pattern.

A query is defined by a pair Q = (D,P ) where D is the dataset to be
used during the pattern matching and P is the graph pattern of the query. A
binding function over dataset D is a partial function µ : V → voc(D) from the
set of variables to the vocabulary of D. Let us abuse of notation. Given a triple
t = (s, p, o), we write µ(t) referring to the triple (µ(s), µ(p), µ(o)) where µ is
the identity function for terms that are not a variable. Given a set of triple
patterns S, we write µ(S) referring to the set {µ(t) | t ∈ S}. Then, a set of triple
patterns S matches a graph D if there is a binding function µ : V → voc(D) with
vars(S) ⊆ dom(µ) such that µ(S) ⊆ D.

Given a query Q = (D,P ) we write voc(P) ⊆ (I ∪ L) to denote the set of
IRIs and literals occurring in the pattern P.

Definition 1. A query Q = (D,P ) is adequate if voc(P) ⊆ voc(D).

The aim of this paper is to present a process that takes a given adequate query
Qs = (Ds, Ps) (suitable for a source dataset Ds), and transforms it into another
adequate query Qt = (Dt, Pt) in order to be suitably evaluated over the new se-
lected target dataset Dt. The transforming process produces Qt as a semantically
equivalent query to Qs as long as enough equivalence mappings between voc(Ds)
and voc(Dt) are found. The distinguishing point is that the process produces a
mimetic query Qt even in the case when no equivalent translation for Qs is found.
That is to say, sometimes the transformation is not semantics-preserving due to
our goal of producing a query fully adequate for the target dataset demanded
by the user. The process is based on the graph pattern rewriting rules that will
be presented in the next section.

3 Query rewriting system

This section presents a set of rules devised in order to rewrite a query graph
pattern in a stepwise way towards the goal of being properly evaluated within a
targeted dataset, different from the source dataset of the original query.

The rule system has been devised from a pragmatic point of view. The rules
set up common sense heuristics to obtain acceptable transformations even when
no semantically equivalent translations are at hand (due to vocabulary mis-
match, for instance). The rules can be easily implemented and can be efficiently
processed as will be shown in section 4. Moreover, again for pragmatic reasons,
preconditions for the application of the rules take into account a carefully re-
stricted context of the terms occurring in the graph pattern. The system has
shown to be quite effective achieving acceptable transformations (see section 4).
Nevertheless, the system can be easily extended with additional rules.



Rule To be Replaced Knowledge Base Replacement

E
1 ELHS EDOAL : ELHS → t : ERHS t : ERHS

2 (u1, u2, u3)
(u1, eq, t : u1i) (i = 1, . . . , k)
Analogously for u2 and u3

unioni=1,...,k

(t : u1i, u2, u3)

3 (u1, u2, u3)
(u1, eq, b : u1i)(b : u1i, eq, t : u1i)

(i = 1, . . . , k)
Analogously for u2 and u3

unioni=1,...,k

(t : u1i, u2, u3)

H
4 (u1, u2, u3)

(u1, sub, v) (v, sub, t : u1i)
(i = 1, . . . , k)

Analogously for u2 and u3

andi=1,...,k

(t : u1i, u2, u3)

5 (u1, u2, u3)
(t : v1i, sub, v) (v, sub, u1)

(i = 1, . . . , k)
Analogously for u2 and u3

unioni=1,...,k

(t : v1i, u2, u3)

A 6 (?x, t : p, u)
Answers(?x, t : p, u)= (x1, . . . , xn)

(xk, eq, t : xk) (k = 1, . . . , n)
(t : xk, t : p, t : okj) (j = 1, . . . ,mk)

unioni=1,...,n(
andj=1,...,mk

(?x, t : p, t : okj) )

7 (u, t : p, ?x)
Analogous to 6,

but applied to subject instead of object

8 (?x, p, t : o)
Anwers(?x, p, t : o)= (x1, . . . , xn )

(xi, eq, t : xi) (i = 1, . . . , n)
∀j ∈ {1 . . . k}(t : xi, t : pj , t : o)

andj=1,...,k

(?x, t : pk, t : o)

9 (t : s, p, ?x)
Analogous to 8,

but applied to subject instead of object

10 (?x, ?p, o)

Answers(?x, ?p, o)= (x1, . . . , xn)
(xk, eq, t : xk) (k = 1, . . . , n)

(t : xk, t : pki, t : oki)
(i = 1, . . . ,m)

t : oz = mostFrequent(t : oki : k = 1, . . . , n.
i = 1, . . . ,m)

(?x, ?p, t : oz)

11 (s, ?p, ?x)
Analogous to 10,

but applied to subject instead of object

P 12 (u, p, o)

(u, s : pi, ai) (ai, eq, t : ai) (t : ai, t : pi, t : oi)
(i = 1, . . . ,m)

(bj , s : qj , u) (bj , eq, t : bj) (t : bj , t : qj , t : oj)
(j = m + 1, . . . , n)

t : oz=maxSim (u, t : o1, . . . , t : on)

(t : oz, p, o)

13 (s, p, u)
Analogous to 12,

but applied to object u (instead of subject)

14 (s, p, o)
Analogous to 12,

but applied to predicate p (instead of subject)

F 15 (u1, u2, u3)
(u1, s : pk, s : ok) (k = 1, . . . , n)

Analogously for u2 and u3

(?v, u2, u3)
andk=1,...,n

(u1, s : pk, s : ok)
?v a new variable

Table 1: Rules summary



3.1 Overview of the query transformation process

Imagine a film reporter who wants to know the names of people who acted
on a film entitled Gravity. Since the reporter is familiar with the vocabulary
of LinkedMDB4 (a linked open dataset about movies), the following SPARQL
query is written and submitted to our system, specifying LinkedMDB as the
source dataset.

PREFIX movie: <http://data.linkedmdb.org/resource/movie/>

PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>

SELECT ?actor ?name

WHERE

{ ?film dc:title ’Gravity’ .

?film movie:actor ?actor .

?actor movie:actor name ?name. }

The system issues the query to the corresponding SPARQL endpoint but,
unfortunately, no element is received as an answer5. Then, the reporter demands
issuing that query to the DBpedia dataset. The first step for the system is to
parse the query and generate its graph representation. During that process, the
terms dc:title, movie:actor and movie:actor name are discovered as non
adequate for DBpedia.

RDF literals occurring in the queries are not rewritten with the rules, but
with string transformation functions properly constructed. Previous to the pro-
cess of rules application, every literal l occurring in the graph pattern of the
original query is replaced by the corresponding literal ft(l) in the target dataset
Dt. Therefore, DBpedia literal transforming function is applied to Gravity and
it results fDBpedia(Gravity) = Gravity@en. Then, the rule application process
is launched. The rule application order is just the same as that of our textual
presentation.

3.2 Rules presentation

We consider five kinds of rules, each kind based on a different motif: equivalence,
hierarchy, answer-based, profile-based, and feature-based. A rule consists on a
graph pattern description (in the left hand side of the rule) which is to be
matched to a subgraph in the graph pattern that must be rewritten, and then a
replacing graph pattern (in the right hand side of the rule) which will replace the
matched subgraph. For the sake of convenience, rules in this paper are presented
schematically (see table 1) and by examples. A more formal presentation can be
read in [4].

In the following each kind of rule is explained and motivated using an exam-
ple. Generic v:-prefixed letters v:s, v:p, v:o are used to refer to terms belonging
to vocabulary voc(Dv). Specifically, s:-prefix, t:-prefix, and b:-prefix refer to the

4 http://linkedmdb.org/
5 The query was issued on 15th/4/2015.



source, target, and bridge vocabulary, respectively. No syntactic relationship is
assumed among s:u, t:u, and b:u. Notice that the aim of the system is to trans-
form a SPARQL query expressed in terms of a source dataset Ds into another
query expressed in terms of a target dataset Dt.

Equivalence rules

Equivalence rules apply when non adequate terms (i.e. terms not belonging to
the target dataset Dt) occurring in the current query are involved in equiva-
lence mappings (using predicates such as owl:sameAs, owl:equivalentClass,
owl:equivalentProperty) or structural equivalence mappings such as those
captured by the EDOAL6 language. The aim of these rules is to transform a
query into an equivalent one. Equivalence mappings may be taken from VoID
linksets associated to any of the involved datasets or retrieved from any co-
reference service system such as sameAs.org7 or Balloon8. Moreover, the system
takes advantage of equivalence alignments obtained by any pattern matching
system (for instance, LogMap9, Scarlet [5], Blooms10, or any else).

Generic predicate eq represents a wildcard for any forementioned equivalence
predicate (see table 1). The search for triples of the form (u, eq, t:u) in the repos-
itory where u is dc:title, movie:actor, or movie:actor name is implemented
by parameterized SPARQL queries over the corresponding mapping reposito-
ries. The service sameAs.org reported 12 synonyms for dc:title, two of them
(foaf:name and rdfs:label) adequate for DBpedia. No adequate synonym was
reported for movie:actor neither for movie:actor name. Then, applying rule
number (2), the graph pattern is transformed into:

{{ ?film rdfs:label ’Gravity’@en .}
UNION

{ ?film foaf:name ’Gravity’@en .}
?film movie:actor ?actor .

?actor movie:actor name ?name. }

Our system considers a pragmatic scenario in which a bridge dataset is also
taken into account. In order to favour the possibilities of finding alignments
we admit mappings between both the original and target dataset and a bridge
dataset. That scenario is quite frequent, since in almost any domain there is a
popular dataset that may play such a reference role. The next rule to be tried
is number (3), but the search for triples of the form (movie:actor, eq, b:u) and
(b:u, eq, t:u), using Freebase11 as bridge dataset, does not succeed. Then, it is
the turn for hierarchy rules (4) and (5).

6 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html
7 http://sameas.org/
8 http://schlegel.github.io/balloon/balloon-fusion.html
9 http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/projects/LogMap/

10 http://semanticweb.org/wiki/BLOOMS
11 https://www.freebase.com/



Hierarchy rules

These kind of rules transform the query by generalising or specialising non ad-
equate terms for which equivalence rules did not succeed in their translation.
The aim of these rules is to construct a looser or tighter query when the known
mappings do not inform of direct equivalences.

We use a generic predicate sub to represent a wildcard for any predicate of
an extensible set of hierarchy predicates such as skos:narrower, skos:broader,
rdfs:subClassOf, or rdfs:subPropertyOf. The system considers two basic
possibilities: (1) A term in a triple pattern is known to be a subterm of a
collection of adequate terms, then the triple pattern will be replaced by the
conjunction (i.e. and operator) of a looser triple patterns, and (2) A term in
a triple pattern is known to be a superterm of a collection of adequate terms,
then the triple pattern will be replaced by the disjunction (i.e. union opera-
tor) of a tighter triple patterns (see table 1). The system found the mapping
(movie:actor name, rdfs:subPropertyOf, foaf:name) in a mapping reposi-
tory12. Then, the application of rule number (4), transforms the query into the
following one:

{{ ?film rdfs:label ’Gravity’@en .}
UNION

{ ?film foaf:name ’Gravity’@en .}
?film movie:actor ?actor .

?actor foaf:name ?name. }

It is possible that after applying equivalence and hierarchy rules some non
adequate terms remain in the query pattern. Instead of abandoning the trans-
formation, some heuristics are used to try to obtain mimetic approximations.

Answer-based rules

This kind of rules use resources, that are answers to the query in the source
dataset, as examples of what the query is looking for in the target dataset.
Triples involving those resources in the target dataset are used to mimic the
triple pattern to be replaced. The intuition is that triples stated about the answer
samples in the target dataset probably resemble expected answers of the original
query.

Following with the example query, answer-based rules (6) to (11) do not apply
because the pattern part in the LHS(Left Hand Side) of all those rules: (?x, t:p,
u), (u, t:p, ?x), (?x, p, t:o), (t:s, p, ?x ), (?x, ?p, o), and (s, ?p, ?x ), does not
match the triple pattern (?film, movie:actor, ?actor). But, for example,
imagine that a result for ?x in the source dataset is movie:writer/1926, being
(?x, dc:author, movie:film/1963) part of the original query pattern, and
(movie:writer/1926, owl:sameAs, db:RafaelAzcona),
(db:RafaelAzcona, dc:author, db:ElVerdugo),

12 http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/r2r/examples/



(db:RafaelAzcona, dc:author, db:ElBosqueAnimado)
present in the repository. Then, rule (6) can be used to transform that part
of the pattern into the following one {?x, dc:author, db:ElVerdugo} UNION

{?x, dc:author, db:ElBosqueAnimado}.

Profile-based rules

This kind of rules consider the triples in the source dataset describing each non
adequate resource in the query pattern. The profile of a resource x in a dataset
Ds is the set of resources that are related to x by triples in Ds.

The heuristic considered in these rules is the following: if a resource v, in the
profile of a non adequate resource u, is equivalent to a resource t:v in the target
dataset, and there is a resource t:u in the profile of t:v, sufficiently similar to u,
then u will be replaced by t:u.

In our example, precondition for rule number (14) is satisfied due to triples
in LinkedMDB and DBpedia as the following13 (among others):

(movie:film/62333, movie:actor, movie:actor/338)

(movie:actor/338, owl:sameAs, db-r:Alastair_Mackenzie)

(db-r:Alastair_Mackenzie, db-o:starring, db-r:The_Last_Great_Wilderness)

(movie:film/1894, movie:actor, movie:actor/40969)

(movie:film/1894, owl:sameAs, db-r:Killer’s_Kiss)

(db-r:Killer’s_Kiss, db-o:producer , db-r:Stanley_Kubrick)

(movie:film/10849, movie:actor, movie:actor/29437)

(movie:film/10849, owl:sameAs, db-r:The_Indian_Runner)

(db-r:The_Indian_Runner, db-o:director , db-r:Sean_Penn)

The similarity function between the term movie:actor and each term of the
properties set {db-o:starring, db-o:producer, db-o:director,...} is evalu-
ated14 and it turns out that the greatest similarity is achieved with the term
db-o:starring and its value is also above the threshold parameter. Then,
db-o:starring substitutes the predicate movie:actor and the query graph pat-
tern becomes:

{{ ?film rdfs:label ’Gravity’@en .}
UNION

{ ?film foaf:name ’Gravity’@en .}
?film db-o:starring ?actor .

?actor foaf:name ?name. }

which represents an adequate query for DBpedia dataset. The obtained ap-
proximation query and the result of its evaluation are shown in table 2. Therefore,
feature-based rules do not get into the play and rule applications reach the end.

13 Prefix db-o:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>, db-r:<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
14 It takes into account searches in Wordnet synsets and some other computations.



Approximation query ?actor ?name
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Eric Schaeffer> Eric Schaeffer

SELECT ?actor ?name <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Krysten Ritter> Krysten Ritter
WHERE <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Ivan Sergei> Ivan Sergei
{ { ?film rdfs:label <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Ving Rhames> Ving Rhames
’Gravity’@en . } <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Rachel Hunter> Rachel Hunter
UNION <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Robyn Cohen> Robyn Cohen
{ ?film foaf:name <http://dbpedia.org/resource/James Martinez (actor)> James Martinez
’Gravity’@en . } <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Seth Numrich> Seth Numrich
?film db-o:starring ?actor . <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Sandra Bullock> Sandra Bullock
?actor foaf:name ?name. } <http://dbpedia.org/resource/George Clooney> George Clooney

Table 2: Adequate query for DBpedia and its results

Feature-based rules

This kind of rules is the last option if non adequate terms remain in the query
pattern after the above rules have already been considered. In this case, the
intuitive motif is to replace the non adequate term by a new variable (therefore,
generalizing the query) but restricting that variable with features of the replaced
term (that is to say, triples where the replaced term is the subject). See query
Q17 in the appendix A.

Finally, equivalence and hierarchy rules (in that order) are applied to the
resulting feature-based transformed query graph. After that, any residual non
adequate triple pattern is removed from the graph pattern.

4 Evaluation of the proposal

In this section we present some features concerning the validation process of
our proposal. When selecting the queries that took part in the tests, our aim
was to get a set that would contain a broad spectrum of SPARQL query types.
For that reason, we looked at two aspects when making our selection: place of
provenance of the queries and their syntactic structure. Concerning provenance,
queries selected come from well known benchmarks (6 queries from QALD and 7
from FedBench [1]), and 5 from real SPARQL endpoints logs. Notice that those
18 queries were formulated over heterogeneous domains such as bibliographic,
life science, etc. Regarding the syntactic structure, we can mention that a variety
of the SPARQL operators and joins of variables appear in the queries. Tables in
appendix 7 present the source queries with their corresponding Gold standard
proposals and the approximations obtained by our system.

4.1 A discussion about results

Taking into account that our approach generates adequate approximations, we
decided to analyse the nature of those generated approximations and the answers
that they provided. For that, first of all, we asked some experts (those having
experience in querying the source and target datasets) to express the original



queries that took part in the tests in terms of the target datasets (we call them
Gold standard queries15). Then, we run the approximated and the Gold standard
queries over the corresponding target datasets. The answers obtained running
the approximated queries were called Retrieved results (Ret), and those obtained
running the Gold standard queries were called Relevant results (Rel). Using
those result sets, we calculated the well known information retrieval measures:
Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-measure (F-1) (see table 3).16

P =
|Rel ∩ Ret|
|Ret|

R =
|Rel ∩ Ret|
|Rel|

F-measure = 2×
P× R

P + R

Queries
Domain: Media-Domain LifeScience-Domain Bibliographic-Domain
Queries Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18
|Rel| 12 5 9 20 358 39 1 6 1 173 1 11 37 1 1 301 682 26
|Ret| 12 4103 9 20 496 39 1 6 1 173 2 1 37 1 1 4 19827 26
|Ret ∩ Rel| 12 5 9 20 358 39 1 6 1 173 1 1 37 1 1 4 682 26
P 1 0.001 1 1 0.72 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 0.034 1
R 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.09 1 1 1 0.013 1 1
F-1 1 0.002 1 1 0.83 1 1 1 1 1 0.66 0.16 1 1 1 0.026 0.066 1

Table 3: Accuracy metrics for the original queries set

An analysis of the results revealed the following considerations: In 12 out of
18 queries that made up the considered set of queries (that is, the 66.6% of the
queries) the approximated queries provided the same results as the corresponding
Gold standard queries. For those queries (Q1, Q3, Q4, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10,
Q13, Q14, Q15, and Q18) the F-measure value was 1. A deeper analysis of those
12 queries also revealed that in eight of them, the approximation was equal to
the Gold standard expression (Q3, Q6, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q13, Q15, and Q18). Even
more, in four of them (Q8, Q9, Q10, and Q13) the semantics of the original
query was preserved by the transformation because the similarity factor was
equal to 1, and in the other four (Q3, Q6, Q15, and Q18) the semantics was not
preserved. In the case of queries (Q1, Q4, Q7, and Q14) the approximation was
different from the Gold standard expression but notice that they provided the
same answers.

Regarding the remaining queries (Q2, Q5, Q11, Q12, Q16, and Q17) the
transformations did not provided the same results as the corresponding Gold
standards: the F-measure values was less than 1 and the approximation and
Gold standard queries were obviously different. However, we noticed that in
none of them precision and recall were lost for the same query. Queries (Q12
and Q16) lost recall but preserved precision and queries (Q2, Q5, Q11, and
Q17) lost precision but preserved recall.

15 See appendix 7.
16 The experiments were conducted on 24th/3/2015.



Concerning running time, we distinguish between the time that our proto-
type implementation needs to generate the approximation, that is Rule trans-
formation time (RT), and the time to run them in the corresponding SPARQL
endpoints, Execution time (ET). Table 4 displays both times for each query of
the experiment and the total query rewriting time (QRT). Focussing only in
the query rewriting time which is the time dedicated by our implementation
we can observe at the same table 4 the different rules execution times (Equiv-
alence (E); Hierarchy (H); Answer-based (A); Profile-based (P); Feature-based
(F). The profile-based rules are those that needed highest rewriting times, as for
those rules, both datasets have to be consulted and the number of pairs of ele-
ments that need to be compared for measuring the similarity was usually high.
On the opposite side are equivalence rules because the verification of the rules
precondition is very fast in this case.

Query RT ET QRT E H A P F
Q1 8926 214 9140 921 8005
Q2 8525 652 9177 746 3967 3812
Q3 2991 108 3099 2991
Q4 2005 364 2369 785 1220
Q5 3500 405 3905 3500
Q6 2688 210 2898 2688
Q7 11264 523 11787 5253 6011
Q8 1953 109 2062 1953
Q9 536 108 644 536
Q10 1994 574 2568 1994
Q11 5191 613 5804 1074 4117
Q12 2753 409 3162 772 1981
Q13 1181 213 1394 1181
Q14 5899 1297 7196 1991 893 3015
Q15 6749 708 7457 855 5894
Q16 5096 514 5610 599 4497
Q17 4658 160 4818 4658
Q18 4005 898 4903 817 3188

Table 4: Segmented query processing times.

5 Related work

Many works are devoted to SPARQL query translation, for instance [6–10], but
usually they are only interested in semantics-preserving translation or else query
relaxation. In [6], authors provide a generic method for SPARQL query rewrit-
ing with respect to a set of predefined mappings between ontology schemas.
They prove the semantics preservation of the translated query. In [7], they are
mainly concerned with the expressiveness and some limitations of their selected
alignment model. In particular, they do not tackle properly the filter clause of
SPARQL queries. The problem with those kind of works is that their proposals
are unable to translate a query as the example used in section 3 because there are



not enough mappings to guarantee the semantics-preserving translation. There-
fore, the user would be left without any answer. The significance of our proposal
is that it deals with a scenario where a translation that preserves the semantics
is not a requirement. Therefore it obtains acceptable approximations in order
to increase the opportunities of getting answers, although it does not refuse to
obtain equivalent translations if they are at hand.

In [8], the authors promote query relaxation on the fly, that is, the pro-
vision of approximate answers by relaxing the query conditions during query
execution. In [9], relaxation is controlled by conditions from domain and user
preference ontology; and in [10], the authors propose a SKOS-based term ex-
pansion and scoring technique to improve retrieval effectiveness. However, all of
these approaches consider only a fixed source dataset for the relaxed query. That
is to say, no change of vocabulary is considered. In contrast, our system handles
different vocabularies and eventually with incompletely aligned datasets.

In order to deal with the diversity of representations of identical data items
across different data sources, our proposal takes advantage of services such as
Balloon [11] and SameAs (interlinking the Web of Data) [12], that manage co-
reference relationships.

Some works have developed user interfaces to facilitate query formulation.
For example, PowerAqua [13] which is an ontology based question answering
system that offers a Natural Language query interface or AUTOSPARQL [14]
and SINA [15] whose goal is to convert keywords or natural language expressions
to a SPARQL query. Those works are orthogonal to our proposal, since they are
focused on usability of the system and making transparent to the user the con-
struction of the proper SPARQL query that should be processed. Our approach
can benefit from advantages provided by the mentioned studies.

6 Conclusion and future work

Since the use of Linked Open datasets to extract actionable information is be-
coming very common for more and more people, the development of systems
that provide an easy access and navigation among them is acquiring special rel-
evance. In this paper we have presented a rewriting system that allows users to
querying distributed and heterogeneous datasets abstracting from some techni-
cal issues such as the vocabulary heterogeneity. This way the users can use the
vocabulary with which they are familiar to formulate the queries and the system
is in charge of transforming those query expressions according to the vocabulary
of the target dataset. Moreover, the answer is upgraded in an incremental way.

During the transformation process, a set of rewriting rules is used in our pro-
posal. In addition to equivalence, hierarchical and EDOAL alignments among
datasets (considered by a majority of distributed query processing approaches),
our rules manage other types of information that enhance the possibilities of
getting approximations to the original query (when no semantics-preserving
translations are at hand). Therefore, a novel contribution of the proposal pre-
sented in the paper is the definition and implementation of three new kinds of



rules: answer-based rules, profile-based rules and feature-based rules respectively.
These rules manage three different types of information as an example of what
the query is looking for in the target dataset. In this way, answer-based rules use
answers to the query in the source dataset; profile-based rules use triples in the
source dataset describing each non-translated resource; and finally, feature-based
rules generalize non-translated resources by variables, however restricting those
variables in such a way that only triples where non-translated resources appear
as subject are considered. The idea behind these rules is to capture semantics,
that is relevant, and which is not explicitly expressed in the existing alignments.

Furthermore, in order to check the feasibility of our proposal we validated
it not using synthetic examples but using queries extracted from well- known
benchmarks and SPARQL endpoints logs. The validation process showed that
about two thirds of the transformations obtained equivalent results to those
obtained by the Gold standard queries used for comparison, a fact that we
consider encouraging. Moreover, the average running time for the query rewriting
process is 5 sec., which can be considered acceptable in a real environment. As
future work we plan to improve the current implementation in order to decrease
the query rewriting time.
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A. Queries
Query 1(FedBench CD4) - LinkedMDB
SELECT ?actor WHERE ?film purlc:title ’Top Gun’ . ?film movie:actor ?actor .
Gold Standard - DBpedia: Approximation - DBpedia:
SELECT ?actor WHERE SELECT ?actor WHERE
?film foaf:name ’Top Gun’ . { ?film foaf:name ‘Top Gun’ .}
?film db-o:starring ?actor . UNION { ?film rdfs:label ‘Top Gun’ .}

?film db-o:starring ?actor .

Query 2(FedBench CD5) - LinkedMDB
SELECT ?film ?director ?genre WHERE ?film movie:director ?director.
?film movie:country movie:country/IT. ?film movie:genre ?genre .
Gold Standard - DBpedia Approximation - DBpedia

SELECT ?film ?director ?genre WHERE SELECT ?film ?director ?genre WHERE
?film db-o:director ?director. ?film db-o:director ?director.
?film db-p:country ‘Italy’. ?film db-p:country db-r:Italy.
?film db-o:genre ?genre . ?film ?p ?genre .

Query 3(QALD4) - MusicBrainz
SELECT ?name ?band WHERE ?artist rdfs:label ?name.
?artist mo:member of ?band. ?band rdfs:label ‘The Beatles’ .
Gold Standard - DBpedia Approximation - DBpedia

SELECT ?name ?band WHERE SELECT ?name ?band WHERE
?artist foaf:name ?name. ?artist foaf:name ?name.
?band db-o:formerBandMember ?band db-o:formerBandMember
?artist. ?band foaf:name ‘The Beatles’. ?artist. ?band foaf:name ‘The Beatles’.

Query 4(QALD4) - MusicBrainz
SELECT ?album WHERE ?album rdf:type mo:Record .
?album foaf:maker ?artist . ?artist foaf:name Slayer .
Gold Standard - DBpedia Approximation - DBpedia

SELECT ?album WHERE SELECT ?album WHERE
?album rdf:type db-o:Album . { ?album rdf:type db-o:Album . }
?album db-o:artist ?artist. union{ ?album rdf:type db-o:Single.}
artist foaf:name ‘Slayer’. ?album db-o:artist ?artist.

artist foaf:name ‘Slayer’.

Query 5(DBPEDIA log) - DBpedia
SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE ?a a db-o:Artist. ?a foaf:name ?n. FILTER (regex(?n, ‘John’,‘i’)) .
Gold Standard - LinkedMDB Approximation - LinkedMDB

SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE
?a a foaf:Person . { ?a a movie:editor .}
?a rdfs:label ?n . UNION { ?a a db:movie/producer . }
FILTER (regex(?n, ‘John’,‘i’)) . UNION { ?a a foaf:Person . }

?a rdfs:label ?n.FILTER (regex(?n,‘John’,‘i’)).

Query 6(DBPEDIA log) - DBpedia
SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE db-r:The Other Side of the Wind ?p ?a .
Gold Standard - LinkedMDB Approximation - LinkedMDB

SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?a WHERE
movie:46921 ?p ?a . movie:46921 ?p ?a .

Query 7(FedBench LS1) - Drugbank
SELECT ?drug ?melt WHERE ?drug rdf:type drugbank:drugs .
?drug drugbank:meltingPoint ?melt .
Gold Standard - DBPedia Approximation - DBPedia

SELECT ?drug ?melt WHERE SELECT ?drug ?melt WHERE
?drug rdf:type db-o:drug . ?drug rdf:type db-o:drug .
?drug db-o:meltingPoint ?melt. ?drug ?p ?melt.

Query 8(FedBench LS2) - Drugbank
SELECT ?predicate ?object WHERE drugbank-drugs:DB00201 ?predicate ?object .
Gold Standard - KEGG Approximation - KEGG

SELECT ?predicate ?object WHERE SELECT ?predicate ?object WHERE
kegg:D005281 ?predicate ?object . kegg:D005281 ?predicate ?object .

Query 9(QALD4) - Drugbank
SELECT ?x WHERE drugbank-drugs:DB00404 rdfs:label ?x .
Gold Standard - SIDER Approximation - SIDER

SELECT ?x WHERE sider:2118 rdfs:label ?x . SELECT ?x WHERE sider:2118 rdfs:label ?x .

Table 5: Query set 1



Query 10(QALD4) - SIDER
SELECT ?p1 ?y1 ?p2 ?y2 WHERE sider:1690 ?p1 ?y1 . sider:119607 ?p2 ?y2 .
Gold Standard - Drugbank Approximation - Drugbank

SELECT ?p1 ?y1 ?p2 ?y2 WHERE SELECT ?p1 ?y1 ?p2 ?y2 WHERE
drugbank-drugs::DB00445 ?p1 ?y1 . drugbank-drugs::DB00445 ?p1 ?y1 .
drugbank-drugs::DB00580 ?p2 ?y2 . drugbank-drugs::DB00580 ?p2 ?y2 .

Query 11(QALD4) - Drugbank
SELECT DISTINCT ?v0 ?v1 WHERE drugbank-drugs:DB00194 drugbank:molecularWeightAverage ?v0.
OPTIONAL { drugbank-drugs:DB00194 drugbank: molecularWeightMono ?v1. } }
Gold Standard - DBPedia Approximation - DBPedia

SELECT DISTINCT ?v0 WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?v0 ?v1 WHERE
dbpedia-r:Vidarabine db-r:Vidarabine
db-o:molecularWeight ?v0 . db-o:molecularWeight ?v0 .

OPTIONAL {db-r:Vidarabine
db-o:molecularWeight ?v1. } .

Query 12(QALD4) - SIDER
SELECT DISTINCT ?x WHERE sider:8378 sider:drugName ?x
Gold Standard - DBPedia Approximation - DBPedia

SELECT DISTINCT ?x WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?x WHERE
db-r:Allopurinol rdfs:label ?x. db-r:Allopurinol db-o:tradename ?x.

Query 13(BNE log) - BNE
SELECT DISTINCT ?p ?o WHERE bne-resource:XX1718747 ?p ?o .
Gold Standard - BNB Approximation - BNB

SELECT DISTINCT ?p ?o WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?p ?o WHERE
bnb:CervantesSaavedraMiguelde1547-1616 ?p ?o . bnb:CervantesSaavedraMiguelde1547-1616 ?p ?o .

Query 14(DBpedia log) - DBpedia
SELECT DISTINCT ?label ?author WHERE db-r:Pride and Prejudice
a db-o:Book . db-r:Pride and Prejudice foaf:name ?label .
db-r:Pride and Prejudice db-o:author ?author . ?author a db:owl:Artist .
Gold Standard - Cambridge Approximation - Cambridge

SELECT DISTINCT ?label ?author SELECT DISTINCT ?label ?author
WHERE cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f WHERE cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f
a owl:Thing . a ?o .
cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f
rdfs:label ?label . rdfs:label ?label .
cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f cam:cambrdgedb ...79f80074f
dct:creator ?author . dct:creator ?author .
?author a foaf:Person . ?author a foaf:Person.

Query 15(BNE log) - DBpedia
SELECT ?a ?birth WHERE ?a db-o:writer db-r:Leo Tolstoy .
OPTIONAL { db-r:Leo Tolstoy db-owl:dateOfBirth ?birth. }
Gold Standard - BNE Approximation - BNE

SELECT ?a ?birth WHERE SELECT ?a ?birth WHERE
bne-r:XX933715 fr:P2010 ?a . bne-r:XX933715 fr:P2010 ?a .
OPTIONAL { bne-r:XX933715 OPTIONAL { bne-r:XX933715
fr:P3040 ?birth. }. fr:P3040 ?birth. }.
Query 16(Fedbench ) - DBLP
SELECT * WHERE ?a akt:has-author dblp-r:person/100007. ?e akt:edited-by dblp-r:person/100007. }
Gold Standard - DBpedia Approximation - DBpedia

SELECT * WHERE SELECT * WHERE
?a db-o:author ?a db-o:author
db-r:Tim Berners-Lee . db-r:Tim Berners-Lee .
OPTIONAL {?e ?p db-r:Tim Berners-Lee .} OPTIONAL {?e db-o:owner db-r:Tim Berners-Lee .}
Query 17(Fedbench ) - DBpedia
SELECT DISTINCT ?a ?r WHERE ?a db-o:publishedIn ?r
Gold Standard - DBLP Approximation - DBLP

SELECT DISTINCT ?a ?r WHERE SELECT DISTINCT ?a ?r WHERE
?a dblp:article-of-journal ?r ?a ?p ?c

Query 18(Fedbench ) - DBLP
SELECT ?article WHERE ?article dblp:Article IsWrittenBy ?author .
?author akt:full-name ?Author . FILTER ( regex ( ?Author, ‘Tanenbaum’, ‘i’ ) ) ORDER BY ?Author
Gold Standard - BNB Approximation - BNB

SELECT ?article WHERE SELECT ?article WHERE
?author bnb:hascreated ?article . ?author bnb:hascreated ?article .
?author foaf:name ?Author . ?author foaf:name ?Author .
FILTER (regex(?Author, ‘Tanenbaum’, ‘i’)) FILTER (regex(?Author, ‘Tanenbaum’, ‘i’))
ORDER BY ?Author ORDER BY ?Author

Table 6: Query set 2
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